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Abstract 
Modern industrial construction practice requires solutions to many problems concerning machine 

foundations. Modern manufacturing facilities have hammers, presses and turbines according to their 

production machinery. Vibrations due to machines may cause damage to structures nearby or even to 

machines themselves. These effects may extend to the surroundings and affect laborers and other 

sensitive machines within same place or neighboring residential areas. The Vibration amplitude and the 

forces transmitted to the supporting medium can become the governing factor of the foundation of these 

machines. So knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the foundation is important. The energy transmitted 

through soil and the response of the foundation system is essential for proper design of the system. This 

paper analyzes the response of a rigid raft foundation rested on the soil to eccentric harmonic, periodic 

and impulse forces (impact load).  

 
Arabic Abstract 

اىمىشأت اىصىاعية اىحديثة جححاج اىّ حيُه ىحصميم أطاطات اىماميىات بٍا. فاىمصاوع اىحديثة بٍا شُاميش, منابض, جُربيىات مماميىات 

َ  وفظٍا. الاٌحشاساتىيحصىيع. الاٌحشاسات اىىاججة مه ٌذي اىماميىات قد جظبب اىحيف ىيعىاصز الاوشائية اىمحيطة بٍا َ مذىل باىماميىات 
اىقُِ اىحّ  جىحح ىيُطط اىمحيط قد جصبح عامو ىحيف اطاطات ٌذي اىماميىات. ىذىل فمه اىمٍم معزفً اىظيُك اىديىامينّ ىلأطاطات جحث 

ّ اىحصميم جأثيز أٌحشاسات اىماميىات اىمخحيفة. َ حيث ان اىطاقً جىبعث خلاه اىحزبة فأوة مه اىضزَرِ معزفة اطحجابة الأطاص َ باىحاى

اىدقيق ىً. ٌذا اىبحث يحيو أطحجاية الأطاص اىمزجنش عيّ اىحزبة لأوُاع مخحيفة مه اىقُِ اىغيز مزمشية اىىاججة عه احماه اىماميىات 

       اىمخحيفة.    
 

 Keywords:   response; raft foundations; dynamic stiffness; damping; shear modulus; Mathematica; 

Fourier expansion:  harmonics. 

 

1. Introduction 
Foundations are supporting hammers, presses and 

turbines experience powerful dynamic and 

vibrating effects. The most important aspect which 

ensures the successful performance of machine is 

the proper dynamic behavior of the soil-

foundation systems. The  basic  goal  in  the  

design  of  a machine  foundation  is  to control its 

motion  to  amplitudes  which  will  neither  

endanger the  satisfactory operation  of  the  

machine  nor  will  they disturb  the  workers in 

nearby areas. Thus, a  key  ingredient  to  a  

successful  machine foundation  design is  the  

careful engineering  analysis  of  the foundation 

response to the dynamic loads from the anticipated 

operation of the machine. Furthermore,  when  

excessive  motions  of  an existing foundation  

obstruct the operation of the  supported  

machinery,  analysis  is  necessary  in  order  to  

understand  the  causes  of  the problem  and  

hence  to guide to appropriate remedial action. 

Lagrange's Equations of Motion  2. 
The equation of motion of a vibrating system can 

often be derived in a simple manner in terms of 

generalized coordinates by the use of Lagrange's 

equations. Lagrange's equations can be stated, for 

an n degree of freedom system, as            

 -   +  =      , j =1, 2,....., n   (1) 

Where =  is the generalized velocity and  
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 is the non-conservative generalized force 

corresponding to the generalized coordinate . 

The forces represented by may be dissipative 

(damping) forces or other external forces that are 

not derivable from a potential function, if  , 

   and    represent the  external forces acting 

on the  mass of the system in the x, y and z 

directions, respectively, then the generalized force 

 can be computed as follows 

=       (2) 

Where ,  and  are the displacements of the 

 mass in x, y and z  directions, respectively. 

Note that for a torsional system, the force , for 

example, is to be replaced by the moment acting 

about the x axis ( ), and the displacement  by 

the angular displacement about x axis ( ) in the 

previous equation. For a conservative system  

=0, so the equation takes the form             

 -   +  = 0   ,     j =1,2,...,n          (3) 

The dynamic stiffness of soil, evaluated by more 

methods, depends on the exciting force, if the 

force is periodic. The free body diagram of the 

system. The dynamic stiffness has been calculated 

as follows:                                                             

 ,             p(t) -R(t) = m                (4)  

Force-displacement relation            

  R (t) = ku                                                      (5) 

Substituting in equation (3)  

m  + ku = p(t)                                             (6)  

This equation can be used if the damping is 

neglected. But if the damping is used  

 = c    thus equation (6) can be written as  

m  + ku + c  = p(t)                                         (7) 

The equation of motion of the block can be written 

in the matrix form as: 

 +  +  = (t)                         (8)  

Where  is the generalized coordinate vector. 

  =   is the mass matrix,  is the 

damping matrix and  is the stiffness matrix,  

is the force vector. 

 = z;    =  ;     =                                (9) 

Potential and Kinetic Energy Expressions in 

Matrix Form  

 Let denotes the displacement of mass  and  

the force applied in the direction of    at mass 

 in an n degree of freedom system. The elastic 

potential energy (also known as strain energy or 

energy of deformation) of the  springs is given 

by: 

 =                                                       (10) 

The total potential energy can be expressed as  

V =  =                                   (11) 

Since                             

  =                                                (12) 

V = )                                (13) 

This equation can be written in matrix form as  

V =                                                  (14) 

Where the displacement vector and the stiffness 

matrix are given by    

= , =          (15) 

The kinetic Energy Associated with Mass  is, by 

Definition Equal to   

 =                                                     (16) 

The total kinetic energy of the system can be 

expressed as  

T =  =                              (17) 

This can be written in matrix form as  

T =                                                  (18) 

Where the velocity vector   and the mass matrix 

are given by 

 = ,   =     (19) 

 

3. Mathematical model 
         The analysis of machines foundation is 

usually performed by idealizing it as a simple 

system as shown in Fig. 1. which shows a schematic 

sketch of a rigid concrete block (Raft) resting on the 

ground surface and supporting machines. Let us 

assume that the operation of the machines produce a 

vertical eccentric force which doesn't pass through 

the combined centre of gravity of the machines 

foundation system but make two eccentricities 

  from  y and x axes  respectively. Under this 

condition, the foundation will vibrate  in the vertical 

direction about its position and rotate about x axes 

by angle  and about y axes by angle . The 

vibration of the foundation results in transmission 

of waves through the soil. These waves carry 

energy with them. This loss of energy is termed 

"Geometrical damping". The soil below the footing 

experiences cyclic deformations and absorbs some 

energy which is termed "material damping". The 

material damping is generally small compared to 

the geometrical damping and may be neglected in 

most cases. However, material damping may also 
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become important in some cases of machine 

foundation vibrations. The problem of a rigid block 

foundation resting on the ground surface, Fig. 2. 

may therefore be represented in a responsible 

manner by a spring-mass-dashpot system shown in 

Fig. 2a. the spring in this figure is the equivalent 

soil spring which represents the elastic resistance of 

the soil below the base of the foundation. The 

dashpot represents the energy loss or the damping 

effect. The mass shown in Fig. 2b. is the mass of the 

foundation block and the machines. If damping is 

neglected, a spring-mass system shown in Fig 2c 

may be used to represent the problem defined in 

Fig. 1. Three degree of freedom model shown in 

Fig. 1. may in fact be used to represent the problem 

in machine foundation vibration in any mode of 

vibration if appropriate values of equivalent soil 

spring and damping constants are used. 

3.1 Force Time Relation from a Steam 

Turbine Machine  
     The steam turbine machine is a rotary machine. 

The type of dynamic loading in soil or the 

foundations of a structure depend on the natural 

frequency of the source producing it . The force 

from a Steam Turbine Machine will be in formula 

as a function of time as shown in Fig. 3. 

Where The force from the steam turbine machine 

is a harmonic force as:  

                                         (20) 

For such a harmonic forcing function, the 

nonhomogeneous solution can be easily obtained 

using the theory of ordinary differential equations. 

However, the same can also be solved using 

vectorial representation of all the forces acting on 

the system. The particular solution in this case can 

be assumed as 

                               (21) 

Where X is the amplitude and  is the phase 

angle. for X and   by substituting the above 

solution in the differential equation of motion 

given by equation (8) that is inertia force 

+damping force + spring force +external force =0 

These forces can be vectorially represented as 

shown in Fig. 4. from this vector 

Diagram X and  can be readily obtained as 

                             (22)    

And                                        

                               (23) 

M=   = 

                                              (24) 

Where =   the static deflection under force 

.  

ζ =   =                                           (25) 

Where c is the damping coefficient, m is the mass 

of foundation and machine, 

  is the Natural frequency and  k is the stiffness 

coefficient. 

3.2 Force Time Relation from 

Mechanical Presses  
The mechanical press is an impact machine which 

produces periodic force. The type of dynamic 

loading in soil or the foundations of a structure 

depend on the natural frequency of the source 

producing it . The force from mechanical press 

will be in formula as a function of time as in Fig.5. 

Any periodic function of time can be represented 

by Fourier series as an infinite sum of Sine and 

Cosine functions 

If  is a periodic function with period τ =   its 

Fourier series representation is given by  

(26)  

Where  

       (27) 

       (28) 

+  

+      (29)  
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Fig. 1. The model 

 
Fig. 2. Spring-mass-dashpot system 

 
 

3.3 Force Time Relation from Forging Hammer  
The forging hammer is an impact machine which produces 

an impact load. The type of dynamic loading in soil or the 

foundations of a structure depend on the nature frequency 

of the source producing it . The force from forging 

hammer will be chosen in formula as a function of time as 

in Fig. 6. 

It is a half-sine impulsive  load. This force can be expressed 

as a function of time as  

                 (30) 

Where  is the frequency produced from machine  

    

+2  +              

Where                                                                             (31) 

 =   ,  ,     

 
Fig. 3. Force time relation from steam turbine 

 

Fig. 4.Vector representation of forced vibration with viscous damping 
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Fig. 5. Force-time relation from press 

 

 
Fig. 6.Force-time relation from forging hammer 

 

3.4 Modeling of the Problem  

3.4.1 Potential energy of the system can be 

expressed as 

V =    

V =  + 

              (32) 

V = + 

+

+

+

 

 

(33) 

The stiffness matrix can be written in the form as 

equation (41)  

3.4.2 Rayleigh's dissipation function of the 

system can be expressed as  

R =   

R= +

              (34) 
 

 

R = + 

+

+

+

 

          (35) 

The damping matrix can be written in the form as in 

equation (42) 

3.4.3 Kinetic energy of the system can be 

expressed as 

T =                                                         (36) 

T = +                                       (37) 

the mass can be written in matrix form as: 

                                               (38) 

The force vector can be obtained from the principle of 

virtual work  

=

                                            (39) 

Where;  

That can be written in matrix form as        

                                                        (40) 

Substituting in equation (8) from equations (38), (41), (42) and (40) 
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=                  (41) 

 

 

                (42) 

 
  

 

    (43) 

 
From equation (43) we can derive the following equations 

                                                                               (44)  
                                     

                                                                               (45) 
 

                                                                              (46) 
 

4. Numerical examples 

4.1 Case1  
The foundation is subjected to an eccentric harmonic force 

and rests on a homogenous soft clay soil (the stiffness and 

damping at all corners are equal)  

This soft clay has properties 0, C= 40 ,  

=18 , E = 15 , G =   =   

=5 ,  = 314.2  

Dynamic soil properties are: 

 =         ,       = .   

= ,   = 0.73 + 1.54 ( )
0.75 

   = 0.73+ 1.54 (1)
0.75

 

= 2.27  

=   = 340500000   

.    = 18000 = 106798500 

         

 =  -  =  - 314.2x106798500 x 0.005 

= 172719557  

=  =106798500+ = 

106804287  

For machine: 

Weight of Machine = 250 ton 

For rigid Raft foundation : 

The dimension of the footing is 15 x 15m assume that the net 

allowable stress of soil = 0.5 kg/ . Assume the 

thickness of foundation = 1.5m  

1- Mass of foundation = (337.5 2500) +250000= 1093750 

kg 

2-    Mass moment of inertia about x axis   

        =  = 248554688 kg.  

3-    Mass moment of inertia about y axis   

      =  = 248554688 kg.  

Force properties 

    The force is a harmonic of the form F = . The 

force is eccentric from the center of the foundation 

,   = 963000 N,   = 3000     

Substituting in the general form equation(47) 

 

 

  

                                                      (47) 

 

                                                                                  (48) 

                                                                                (49)                     

                                                                                (50) 
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The solution of these equations is illustrated in Fig.8, 9 and 10 

 
Fig. 7. Force-time relation 

 
Fig. 8. Displacement in z direction-time relation 

 
Fig. 9. Rotation about x-axis-time relation 

 
Fig. 10. Rotation about x-axis-time relation 

 

4.2 Case 2  
In this case the foundation is subjected to an eccentric 

periodic force and rests on a homogenous soft clay soil 

(the stiffness and damping at all corners are equal).  

This soft clay has properties 0, C= 40 ,  

=18 , E = 15 , G =   =   =5  

,   = 1.2  

Dynamic soil properties are: 

 =         ,       = .   

= ,  = 0.73 + 1.54 ( )
0.75 

 = 0.73+ 1.54 (1)
0.75

 

= 2.27  

=   = 340500000   

  .    = 1.05 18000 = 

112138425  

=  112138425              

 =  -  =  - 1.2x112138425x 0.005 

= 305777169  

=   = 112138425 + = 

114692175  

 =305777169  and = 114692175  

For machine: 

Weight of Machine = 105.975 ton 

For rigid Raft foundation  

The dimension of the footing is 15 x 15, assume that the 

net allowable stress of soil = 0.5 kg/ . So take 
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thickness of foundation = 1.5 m.   

1- Mass of foundation = (337.5 2500) +105975= 

949725 kg 

2-    Mass moment of inertia about x axis   

       3-    Mass moment of inertia about y axis   

      = =  =  = 

17985418 kg.  

Force properties 

This force can be written in the form as a function of time 

as  

 
Any periodic function of time can be represented by 

Fourier series as an infinite sum of sine and cosine 

functions 

If  is a periodic function with period τ =   its 

Fourier series representation is given by  

         (51) 

 

Substituting in equation (51) 

                                                                               (52)    

The force is eccentric from the center of the foundation 

 = 1 m,     = 0.5 m 

Substituting in the general form equation (43)  

 
 

 
 

  

 

=  

                                                                             (53) 
   

      

  

)                                                                               (54) 
 

∅  

 ( 

)                                                                             (55) 

The solution of these equations is illustrated in Fig. 12, 13 

and 14.   

 
Fig. 11.Force-time relationship 

 

 
Fig. 12. Displacement in z direction-time relation 
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Fig. 13. Rotation about x-axis-Time relation 

 
Fig. 14. Rotation about x-axis-time relation 

 

4.3 Case 3  
This case the foundation is subjected to an eccentric 

impulsive force and rests on a homogenous stiff clay soil 

(the stiffness and damping at all corners are equal). This 

stiff clay has properties 0,  C = 40 ,   

=18 ,  E = 45    

G = =   =15 ,  = 63.5  

Dynamic soil properties are: 

 =         ,       = .   

= ,      = 0.73 + 1.54 ( )
0.75

 = 

 0.73+ 1.54 (1)
0.75

 = 2.27  

=   = 1021500000   

 0.7 =  

  .    = 18000 = 

253064250  

=  253064250              

 =  -  =  - 63.5x253064250 x 

0.005 = 634702100  

=  = 253064250 + = 

253176856  

 = 634702100  , = 253176856  

 

For machine: 

Weight of Machine = 75 ton 

For rigid Raft foundation : 

The dimension of the footing is 15 x 15, assume that the 

net allowable stress of soil = 1.2 kg/ .So take 

thickness of foundation = 1.5m  

1- Mass of foundation = (337.5 2500) +75= 919 ton 

2-    Mass moment of inertia about x axis   

        =  =  = 

17403563 kg.  

3-    Mass moment of inertia about y axis   

      =  =  = 

17403563 kg.  

Force properties 

It is a half-sine pulse load. This force can be written in the 

form as a function of time as                

 

Where 

 , = 1 N,  .  

The force is eccentric from the center of the foundation 

 = 1 m,     =.5 m 
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=   

 

 =                                                                  (56) 

      

                                       (57) 

∅  

           (58) 

For the displacement 

  =  =52.56,   = 

52.27 

=

 

                    (59) 

For rotation about x-axis 

  =  =90.58, 

  = 89.1 

=

 

                      (60) 

For rotation about y-axis 

   =  =90.586,  

 = 89.1 

= 

 

                    (61) 

The solution of these equations is illustrated in Fig. 15, 16 

and 17.   

 
Fig. 15. Displacement in z direction-time relation 

 
Fig. 16. Rotation about x-axis-time relation 

 
Fig. 17. Rotation about x-axis-time relation 
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4. Conclusion: 
Machine-raft foundation-soil system is modeled as a 

three degree of freedom system, translation in the vertical 

direction, (z direction), and rotation about x axis and y 

axis. The dynamic stiffness and damping properties of the 

soil are determined according to the existing force and 

the type of soil. The relation between the dynamic 

stiffness and damping with the shear modulus is 

determined. The apparent mass of the rigid raft is 

calculated according to the assumed dimensions. The 

response of the rigid foundation to an eccentric 

(harmonic, periodic, impulse) load is calculated by using 

Mathematica program. The relation between the response 

(displacement, rotation about x-axis and rotation about y-

axis) with time is drawn. The harmonic load is 

represented by the relation between forces with time 

(Sine-function). The periodic force is represented by 

Fourier expansion using the first 6 harmonics of the 

expansion. The impact force is represented by the 

integration of the force as a function of time. Three cases 

are studied. The effect of changing the type of soil and 

the type of load on the response is studied. Also the 

following conclusions are presented: 

 The response of the raft foundation rested on 

homogeneous soft clay subjected to the load is 

greater than in stiff clay case.  

 The relation between the response and dynamic 

stiffness is inversely proportional.  

 The Relation between the dynamic stiffness 

and the shear modulus is directly proportional. 

Thus, the relation between the response and 

the shear modulus is inversely proportional. 

Also the response of system decreases with 

increasing of soil strength. 
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